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CHAPTER ONE

Olympic Dreams

WHEN JULIE ERTZ was a young girl, she loved the Olympics. She

and her family sat around the television and watched as the world’s best
athletes competed. Her parents told stories about legendary Olympians. Julie
stayed up as late as she could, glued to the �ickering images on television,
and oen fell asleep on the couch. As Julie watched, she imagined she was
there and part of the excitement. “I think every kid who has watched the
Olympics has, at some point, dreamed of becoming an Olympian,” Julie said.
“I was no different.”

Julie Ertz (left) chats with Brandi Chastain and Sofia
Huerta before a match in July 2017.



Julie’s favorite sport to watch was soccer. She had been playing soccer
since she was four years old. When the U.S. Women’s National Soccer Team
won the gold medal in 2004, Julie was one of the millions of TV viewers
watching. Aer the Olympics, the team went on tour, playing games around
the United States. Julie went to their game in Phoenix, Arizona, an hour
away from her home. She watched her heroes, Mia Hamm and Brandi
Chastain, and cheered until her throat was hoarse. Aer the game, she
waited in a long line to get Brandi Chastain’s autograph.

Growing up, Julie oen felt different from other girls because she was
athletic. She even tried to hide her muscles sometimes. Aer seeing talented,
tough female soccer players in action though, Julie wanted to be like them. “.
. . e second I put on my soccer out�t, I didn’t care what I looked like,” she
said. “I wanted to win. I wanted to play.”

Over the next ten years, Julie competed in hundreds of games. She
practiced dribbling, kicking, passing, and shooting for thousands of hours.
Julie pushed herself to become stronger and faster. Her dedication and focus
would help her to become one of the best soccer players in the world,
competing in the Olympics, and winning two World Cup titles. Today, Julie
Ertz is a soccer legend and young fans wait in line to get her autograph.



Ertz is known for being a tough competitor whether
she’s practicing or playing a match.
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